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New Show Description:  
Extraordinary Magic is a show for its time. It brings to light the importance of a person's story 
and the power it can have on others. The production showcases 3 seemingly ordinary people as 
impactful moments from their lives are shared--Terry Fox, a young athlete battling cancer, Rose 
Badrell, a Cambodian refugee, and Anita Wallfisch, a Jewish Concentration Camp Survivor. The 
Young Ambassador’s will use contemporary music and pop songs to guide the audience 
through these beautiful stories of love, hope, adversity, and the power of connection. This show 
hopes to share that through trials and adversity we can become stronger, and by sharing our 
stories we can strengthen others.  
 
Show Summary (2 Options): 
Extraordinary Magic is the timeless story of ordinary humans awakening the extraordinary 
magic in each of us--compassion, affinity, and love. Presented by the BYU Young 
Ambassadors, the stories of three seemingly ordinary souls are told through song, dance and 
theatrical device. Being human, its struggles and victories, is celebrated in this fast-paced and 
tender-hearted musical escapade. Fit for the whole family, Extraordinary Magic mixes some of 
the greatest pop songs of all time with theatre and dance. The music of Ben Rector, Lauren 
Daigle, John Mayer, Sia and other greats along with the writing of Gourley, Moffat and Balser, 
take us through stories of survival, vision and inspiration.  
 
The BYU Young Ambassadors present, Extraordinary Magic, a timeless story of ordinary 
humans awakening the extraordinary magic in each of us. Fit for the whole family, 
Extraordinary Magic mixes some of the greatest pop songs of all time, heartwarming stories, 
and the spectacle of theatre and dance. The music of Ben Rector, Lauren Daigle, John Mayer 
and other music greats along with the writing of Gourley and Balser take us through the stories 
of three seemingly ordinary souls as they navigate life’s highs and lows. Being human, its 
struggles and victories, is celebrated in this fast-paced and tender-hearted musical escapade.  
 
Taglines: 
Survive - Connect - Inspire 
You are needed!  
Every story needs telling - Your story needs telling! 
 
 
Music Repertoire: 
Ordinary Love by Ben Rector 
Free Ride by The Edgar Winter Group 



Beautiful by Christina Aguilera 
No Such Thing by John Mayer  
You Say by Lauren Diagle 
Hold On Tight To Your Dreams by ELO 
Are We There Yet by Ingrid Michaelson 
Let My Love Open The Door by Pete Townsend 
Flying by Cody Fry 
Follow You by Ben Rector 
Alive by Sia 
Grow As We Go by Ben Platt 
Extraordinary Magic by Ben Rector 


